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Night Club & After Hours FAQ’s
How many people do I
need for a tour?

Do we have to return
home on the bus?

To have your own BUS
BUDDYS tour you need a
minimum of 20 paying
guests. If you are unable to
organise 20 then another
option is to pay for 20
people.

If you’re having fun where
you are and don’t wish to
leave when the bus leaves
that’s OK. Please let us
know as early as possible in
the night.
Can we drink on the bus?

Do you mix or join
groups?
BUS BUDDYS do not join
groups.
How many nightclubs can
we visit?
We generally visit 34
venues during the tour.
However, we recommend
that 3 venues would be
ideal. That way you can
spend anywhere from an
hour to an hour and a half
per venue and the night
won’t feel rushed.
What is your pick up
time?
To ensure that you don’t
reach your first venue too
early, we will pick you up
between 7.308pm.

You’re more than welcome
to bring traveller drinks with
you on the bus (please no
bottles). These can be
consumed to your first
venue. Once we arrive, all
remaining alcohol will be
moved to the storage
compartment of the bus. It
will be returned to you on
your trip home.
Are we able to stop for
alcohol?
We do not stop for alcohol.
You should purchase any
alcohol you wish to drink on
the bus prior to boarding.
What time do we leave the
city?
Departure from the city is
generally between 1:301:45am

Is there a dress code?
All venues require a neat
and casual dress code.
Do we have to pay an
entry fee into venues?
No way! This is your night
so entry to venues will be
FREE.
What about ID?
We recommend that all
guests carry a valid photo ID
with them. Better safe than
sorry.
Do we need to pay a
bond?
Yes, you need to pay a bond
to secure a booking. Your
bond is returned to you at
the end of the tour as long
as there is no damage to the
bus.
Can we choose venues?
Yes, you can request
venues. Let us know prior to
your tour and we’ll try our
best to include them on the
night. The first venue will be
chosen by Bus Buddys.
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Night Club & After Hours FAQ’s
Is there a smoking policy
on the bus?

Is music supplied on the
bus?

Smoking on the bus is not
permitted. The fine for
smoking on our buses is
$50 and will be deducted
from the bond.

We do supply the latest
tunes but you’re more than
welcome to bring CD’s of
your own.

Do we get drink cards?
At some venues during the
night, drink cards will be
given to the GOH (guest of
honour).
When do we pay you?

Do you have anything for
Hen’s nights?

What happens if someone
is unwell?

Yes, for $5 extra per person
we’ll recommend a hen’s
night tour which includes a
fantastic night show.

If someone on the bus is
feeling unwell you will have
to inform the driver as soon
as you can so they can take
appropriate action.

Can you organise a
Buck’s night?

The fine for messing in the
bus is $50 and will be
deducted from the bond.

Yes, we can organise your
bucks night out. If you have
something planned for a
friend ask us to help, you’ll
be surprised just how much
we’re able to recommend.
What happens if
someone’s behaving
aggressively on the bus?
NO aggressive behaviour
will be tolerated on the bus.
If you start an incident or
are part of one, you will be
ejected from the bus.

Payment is to be finalised
on the night of your tour.

What are your contact
details?
p: 03 9311 1022
f: 03 9311 8377
e: contactus@busbuddys.com
w: www.busbuddys.com.au

Do we stop at toilets
anywhere on the way?
Unless you want your tour to
be late, we suggest that
everyone goes to the
bathroom before they board
the bus.
What time should the
group meet?
Meet at the pickup address
at least 15minutes earlier to
the pickup time. This will
ensure that the tour leaves
on time.
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